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Introduction
Every year, more and more people make the decision to install 
a custom-cut sauna in their homes. Finnleo® saunas can be 
worked into a new construction or can be retrofitted to an 
existing home.
Custom-cut saunas allow you to place one in those awkward nooks and crannies that 
are otherwise “wasted space”. For instance, tuck a sauna into an unused coat closet 
under the stairs, or in the corner of a master bathroom. Finnleo saunas come in an 
amazing selection of sizes—from a cozy unit made for one to two people, all the way 
up to grand designs that seat multiple people. 

If you can’t find a sauna that fits in your space, customizing allows you to make the 
best use of most any area in and around your home. A relaxing daily heat in a sauna 
has numerous proven health and wellness benefits, such as improved circulation, 
boosted immunity, reduced stress, improved range of motion, better sleep, and more. 
Having a Finnleo sauna in the privacy of your own home is a more soothing overall 
experience than if you were to use the public sauna or steam room at the local gym. 
You will be more likely to use it often, maximizing the wonderful benefits of regular 
sauna use. Additionally, you don’t have to “undo” all the relaxing good you did by 
fighting traffic all the way home! 

Finnleo saunas are relatively low maintenance once installed. A personal sauna 
allows you to relax in the privacy of your home, anytime you have a few free minutes.
When you come home after a long day, you can hop right into the sauna for 10-
20 minutes to transition into “relaxation” mode. Now you’re ready for whatever the 
evening holds, from homework with the kiddos to straightening up the house or just 
kicking back with Netflix and your favorite beverage. Let this guide walk you through 
the process of finding the perfect custom-cut sauna for your home and lifestyle, as 
well as your budget!
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This is occasionally done to fit a sauna 
perfectly into an existing space, but it’s 
also an option if you have a particular 
look or style in mind. Custom-cut 
saunas are also popular in new home 
builds, so that the homeowner can 
make their ideal visions come to life. 
Alternately, you can have a sauna 
retrofitted to work in your existing
home space.

A Finnleo sauna is a beautiful home 
addition that provides a luxurious 
world-class resort look and feel, right 
in your home. In fact, a custom-cut 
sauna is a particularly effective way to 
add value to your home because you 
have the ability to integrate it cohesively 
with your home design. Many of our 
customers report saving money by 
owning a sauna, since they spend less 
money over time on weekend trips, 
stints at the local day spa, and other 
things to relax and de-stress. You can 
perfect that cozy cabin feel with a 
traditional or classically styled sauna, or 
modernize your home gym with a sleek 
looking modern sauna. The number of 
looks and styles you can achieve are 
virtually limitless!

While the selection of our 
available floor model Finnleo 
saunas is impressive, many
Vail Valley homeowners choose 
to customize their sauna builds.
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People are constantly astounded by all the places a Finnleo 
sauna can be installed: under a stairway, in an extra bathroom, a 
closet space, an underused basement, or even outdoors. There 
are a number of factors you will need to consider when choosing 
the location for your custom-cut sauna.

Chapter 2
CHOOSING A LOCATION FOR A CUSTOM-CUT SAUNA

Indoors or Outdoors
An outdoor sauna has a few different requirements from an indoor sauna, such as 
roofing and weatherproofing. If you choose to install your sauna outdoors, be aware 
that you will need the proper electrical outlets nearby. For many homeowners, an 
outdoor sauna is advantageous because there are often fewer spatial limitations, 
allowing them to build a larger dream sauna that can accommodate their family or 
friends. Plus, it’s just another way to enjoy the stunning Colorado outdoors! In some 
cases, however, an indoor sauna provides more privacy and convenience. We can 
work with you to determine the best place to locate your new sauna, whether you 
choose a custom-cut unit or one ready to install.

Roof Height
Saunas have lower roofs than the average room, because heat rises. A lower ceiling 
means all that wonderful heat doesn’t rise too high to do your body good! Hence, 
the height of the sauna will be a factor when choosing your location. The ideal height 
for a sauna room is 6 ½’ – 7’. This allows your taller bathers to access the sauna 
comfortably, while not letting the heat rise too high to benefit your shorter bathers.

Ventilation
Especially if you opt for a traditional 
sauna, you will need a ventilation 
duct for the steam to escape. 
This means you’ll need to choose 
a location that allows for the 
installation of the ventilation ducts. 
Maximum Comfort Pool & Spa will 
be able to help advise you on your 
particular ventilation needs, based 
on the configuration of your space 
and the sauna you choose.



There are two main types of heating for sauna rooms:
traditional and infrared.
Traditional saunas use water poured over hot rocks to create steam that heats 
the room. Infrared saunas use panels to emit infrared waves that radiate evenly 
throughout the room and provide the heat. Infrared rays are safe and are all around 
us at all times—you’re actually more exposed to EF radiation from a computer screen 
than you are from a Finnleo Infrared sauna. Their wavelengths are well attuned to the 
human body, which is why they are extraordinarily effective at raising our core body 
temperature.

Chapter 3
TRADITIONAL STEAM OR INFRARED HEAT?

Advantages of a Traditional Sauna
Some users are well-accustomed to the higher temperatures of a steam sauna and 
actually prefer it to infrared heat. A traditional sauna may warm up to 150-195 degrees 
Fahrenheit. This is why you will want to try out the type of sauna you plan on buying 
before you purchase. Traditional saunas also allow you to add steam and moisture to 
the air by sprinkling water over the hot rocks.
Pro tip: Mix essential oils with your water to produce the ultimate
aromatherapy experience! 

Advantages of an Infrared Sauna
Most sauna users prefer infrared 
technology for a number of reasons. 
Because infrared waves penetrate 
deeper into the body, the air 
temperature does not need to be 
nearly as high as in a traditional 
sauna. Typically, infrared saunas stay 
in the 125-150 degrees Fahrenheit 
range. Infrared saunas are considered 
“dry saunas” because without steam, 
the humidity in the air will be much 
lower. Most users find the lower 
temperature and humidity levels to 
be more comfortable and therefore 
they can extend their sauna heats a 
few minutes longer. Infrared saunas 
are also significantly more energy-
efficient than traditional saunas and 
will save you money on operating 
costs over the long run.



Hemlock is stain and mildew-resistant. It is less aromatic than other types, so if you 
have a particularly sensitive nose or have allergies, hemlock might be the choice
for you.

Aspen is also a popular choice for people with allergies, as it has little to no smell. It is 
often less costly than other types of wood because it doesn’t last as long, making it a 
better choice for indoor saunas. 

Cedar is really the premium choice of wood for a sauna. It tends to be more 
expensive because of its superior durability and resistance to mold. Cedar is also 
generally the best choice for an outdoor sauna. 

With a custom-cut sauna, you can choose the features that
fit best for you.
One of the big decisions when designing the perfect sauna is what type of wood you 
will use. The three most common types of wood for saunas are Hemlock, Cedar, and 
Aspen. Each type has its own advantages. 
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CUSTOM-CUT SAUNA FEATURES

A custom-cut sauna offers 
practically endless possibilities
to make it your own.
Want a modern-looking glass door? How 
about rustic wood? You can add LED 
lighting to create the perfect ambiance, 
or put in an auxiliary outlet or Bluetooth® 
speakers to play music in your sauna 
room for the ideal mood for any use—
from a party vibe to romance to a relaxing 
solo stint. Your comfort is the number one 
thing you’ll want to keep in mind when 
designing your custom-cut sauna, so 
why not make the bench adjustable so 
you can lie back while you relax? Safety 
features like a non-slip floor and a timer 
are also good customization ideas for 
your sauna. 



Conclusion
Just because your home wasn’t originally constructed with a 
sauna doesn’t mean you can’t enjoy one.
We can custom-cut a sauna to fit into any existing space, making it more useful, 
practical, and valuable and improving the way you use and enjoy your home. Many 
of our Finnleo saunas are designed so that they can be retrofitted into corners and 
unused closets, sunrooms and sun porches, and so much more! With a custom-cut 
sauna, turn a ho-hum space into a true oasis of health and relaxation.  
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Now that you are 
well-versed on the ins and 
outs of buying a custom-cut 
Finnleo sauna, it’s time to 
start shopping around for 
the perfect one for you. Visit 
Maximum Comfort Pool & 
Spa for gorgeous custom-
cut saunas that fit your 
home and lifestyle.

Have any further questions 
or comments? Please give 
us a call at our Vail location 
at 970.445.1577 or our Frisco 
location at  970.445.1361

WE LOOK FORWARD TO 
WORKING TOGETHER
WITH YOU. 


